
fo Qzin Shea from Harold Weisberg, King ond Kennedy assassination recoris 6/28/79 
and Privacy Act requests appeals relating to 

Withholding of existing records béceuse providing sous fs “substantial 
complisnes." 

This amplifies my prior appeaie with factual rather thank legs] citation of the 

appeals court's No, 7+1391, decided this past Monday. 

With regard to referrals (page 16)"an agency may take ton extra days in responding 

to a docuzmert request when it must consult with an oviginating agency on whether a 
Sut 

requested document should be released. . sik the agency that received the initial 

FOIA request reteins responeibility for producing the document." 

fhds is precisely whet | have stabed in many prior appeals, save for the number 

of days. There are recoemis that have been withhheld fer more than a year on the eround 

that they wore referred, j teent. And in all uy cases. 

  

Would you please let me imow when I can now expect compliance and the production 

of these very many withheld records? 

While there are many iliuctrations of withholding on the alleged claim of what 

ee” and I meen this amplification to apoly to all, I 

  

illustrate with the King case, in which the FHI knowingly withheld what it kmew it 

night mot withhold and in which it refused to search files it knew it should search, 

Gesentially ite argument was it had given me some records and replacing those in which 

it had withheld improperly and searching other files was not necessary and would make 

@ westefd cost of its initial inproprieties. 1 informed the FEL on a regular and timely 

pasia (else other components) of the iupropriety of the withholdings and of the files 

required to be searched in compliance, which is much more than is required of a requoster. 

In discussion of Exemption 5 claims on page 16 this deciaion holds that even with sub 

stential compliance other existing reonéia wet be provided. 

Bere again, especially with the requests of more than a decade ago and a case in 

court since 1975, when ay I now expect compiiance or action on my appeals that may lead 

to conplianc:?



Prom whole paragraphs to whole pages to entire decusents there has been extensive 

withholding under claia to “national Security." Hy appeals have included that parts 

were reasonably seprecable, Even the dates nha serial aubers have been withhied 

under claim to "national security." In addétion to the numerous examples I have pro- 

vided I will be providing morc. The recoria are copied, I have not bean able to get 

to them, tinder this spurious claim the public domain has also been witihled and I have 

provided you with the content of some of the classified records, even those stamped 

“fen Secret.” I was able to de this precisely because the information has been in the 

public domain for years, Buch information, obviously, is “reasonably segrezgable," as is 

other reasonably segregable information that does not require classification of any 

lind. My position on this is affixmed in this decision on peaoi% 11. 

These relate to major parts of what interestsme fer ny own work as well as for 

asouring a full and accurate historieal record in the public role 1 must serve and they 

  

ave involved in all my cases as well as my PA requests. 

Given the age of the requests involved, the most recent being of about 1975 and 

is not expecting toc much. Because there ere cages in court I akk when I may expect 

action on the appeale and thereafter compliance.


